print & play Scene Spinner

We all play different roles every day! You might be a daughter, a student, a friend, an athlete, a scientist—the possibilities are endless. In improv, actors respond to spur-of-the-moment suggestions called out by a live audience. Actors often play several roles during a single scene! Use this activity to create a scene for your own improv show. Give the spinner a whirl, and try on a new role as you act out the scene the needle lands on. Have fun and get your friends in on the act too!

Materials
White card stock
Scissors
Glue stick
Brass fastener with washers
(washers are optional)

Instructions
1. Print spinner on white card stock or print out and paste onto heavyweight paper.
2. Paste together two unprinted sides of spinner and then cut out on black dashed lines.
3. Cut out wheels and arrow on white dashed lines.
4. Layer the pieces and poke hole in center with fastener.

Spin the scene spinner and get ready to improv!
Do You Dare?

Put a spin on your scene by doing your improv... standing on one leg, pretending you're in a musical, speaking with an accent, bouncing an imaginary basketball, speaking in rhymes, pretending you're freezing cold. Or make up your own Dare!
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Do your own improv!

1. First, spin the outer circle to find the scene to improv!
2. Then, spin the inner circle and line up the opening based on the number of players. This will reveal the role you (and maybe a friend) will play.
3. Now, spin the arrow for the mood or attitude of your character (let your friend spin too)!

Improv Extra:

Choose a "Dare" below!

You make up everything as you go-your lines, the way you move and react. You finish the story!

Improv? It's spur-of-the-moment acting!

Backer Card Front

*Glue back of paper together with Back Spinner. Then cut on black dashed line.
Do You Dare?

Put a spin on your scene by doing your improv…

- Pretend you’re in a musical
- Pretend you’re freezing cold
- Speaking in rhymes
- Bouncing an imaginary basketball
- Speaking with an accent
- Standing on one leg

Dare!

Find more great activities at ForGirls.GirlScouts.org
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*Glue back of paper together with Front Spinner. Then cut on black dashed line.
Wheels and Arrow